ZAAT E YAKTA AAP HAIN

By Mufti Akhtar Raza Khan alQadri (may Allah increase his beneficence)

English Translation by Aqib alQadri

Mustafa e zaat e yakta aap hain
Yak ne jisko yak banaya aap hain
The Chosen One, the most unique - it is you!
The unique one made by the Only One - it is you!

Aap jaisa koi ho sakta nahi
Apni har khoobi mein tanha aap hain
No one can ever be equal to you,
Unique in every personal trait - it is you!

Aab e gil mein noor ki pehli kiran
Jaan e Adam jaan e Hawa aap hain
The first ray of light in the mix of water and clay,
The soul of Adam, the soul of Hawa - it is you!

Husne awal ki namoodey awaleen
Buzmey aakhir Ka ujala aap hain
The first manifestation of the First Splendour,
The light of the last assembly - it is you!

Aap ki khaatir banaey do jahan
Apni khaatir jo banaya aap hain
He created both the worlds for you,
The one He created for Himself - it is you!

Apki tal’at ko dekha jaan di
Qabr mein pohancha to dekha aap hain
I gave up my soul upon seeing your radiance,
I reached the grave and saw - it is you!

Apki tal’at khuda kaa aaeena
Jis main chamka haq ka jalwa aap hain
Your radiance is the mirror of the Almighty,
In which shone the light of the Truth - it is you!

Aapse khud aap ka saail hun main
Jaane jaan meri tamanna aap hain
It is your self that I seek from you,
My beloved, my objective - it is you!

Bardarat aamad gada behrey salam
Ho bhala Akhtar ka daata aap hain
The beggar has come to the doorstep to offer salutations,
May you prosper! The Bestower to Akhtar - it is you!